By employing the perturbative QCD (PQCD) factorization approach, we made a systematic investigation for the CP-averaged branching ratios and the CP-violating asymmetries of the thirteenB 0 s → P P decays ( here P = (π, K, η, η ′ )) with the inclusion of all currently known next-to-leading order (NLO) contributions, and compared our results with the measured values or the theoretical predictions from other different approaches. We focused on the examination of the effects of the NLO contributions and found the following points:
By employing the perturbative QCD (PQCD) factorization approach, we made a systematic investigation for the CP-averaged branching ratios and the CP-violating asymmetries of the thirteenB 0 s → P P decays ( here P = (π, K, η, η ′ )) with the inclusion of all currently known next-to-leading order (NLO) contributions, and compared our results with the measured values or the theoretical predictions from other different approaches. We focused on the examination of the effects of the NLO contributions and found the following points: (a) forB 0 s → (K 0K 0 , K + K − , η ′ η ′ , π − K + ) decays, the NLO contributions can provide a (40 − 150)% enhancement or a 20% reduction to the corresponding leading order (LO) PQCD predictions for their decay rates and result in a much better agreement between the PQCD predictions and the experimental measurements; (b) for the pure annihilation decaȳ B 0 s → π + π − , the PQCD prediction still remain consistent with the data after the inclusion of the small NLO reduction; (c) the PQCD predictions for the ratio (f s /f d ) · B(B 0 s → π + π − )/B(B 0 → K + π − ) and (f s /f d ) · B(B 0 s → π + K − )/B(B 0 → K + π − ) become agree very well with the measured ones after the inclusion of a 40% NLO reduction; (d) for B 0 s → K + K − andB 0 s → π − K + decays, the NLO PQCD predictions for their CP-violating asymmetries do agree very well with the measured values in both the sign and the magnitude; and (e) for allB 0 s → P P decays, we also compared our results with those obtained in the QCD factorization approach and soft-collinear effective theory and discussed their similarities and differences.
I. INTRODUCTION
During the past three decades, the two-body charmless hadronic B s → P P decays ( P refers to the light pseudoscalar mesons π, K, η (′) ) have been studied intensively by many authors for example in Refs. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] and measured by CDF, Belle and LHCb Collaborations [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The studies for these decays can offer us good opportunities to test the Standard Model (SM) and to search for the new physics (NP) beyond the SM.
Among the thirteen B 0 s → P P decays, only five of them have been observed by CDF [16] [17] [18] [19] , Belle [14, 15] and LHCb Collaboration [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] . The measured values of the branching ratios and/or the CP-violating asymmetries are collected in Tables I and II . Of course, more measurements with higher precision for these decays in the LHCb and Belle-II experiments are expected in the following years [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] . On the theory side, B 0 s → P P decays have been studied by employing rather different kinds of theoretical approaches: such as the generalized factorization approach [32] [33] [34] , the QCD factorization ( QCDF) approach [35, 36] , the soft-collinear effective theory (SCET) [37, 38] and the perturbative QCD (PQCD) factorization approach [39] [40] [41] . Although there exist many clear differences between the theoretical predictions from rather different approaches, specifically for the pattern and magnitudes of the CP-violating asymmetries, they are generally consistent with each other for the branching ratios within still large theoretical errors.
In the framework of the PQCD factorization approach, the B s → P V and B s → V V decays have been calculated very recently with the inclusion of all currently known next-to-leading order (NLO) contributions [42, 43] . For B s → P P decays, the situation is a little complicated:
(1) In 2004, the B s → ππ decay was firstly studied by using the PQCD approach at the leading order (LO) [5] . In 2007, all thirteen B s → P P decays were studied in the PQCD approach at leading order in Ref. [6] . The large branching ratio for B s → π + π − decay as predicted in Refs. [5, 6] are confirmed several years later by both CDF [16] and LHCb measurements [20, 22] .
(2) In 2008, all B s → P P decays were studied in the PQCD approach in Ref. [7] with the inclusion of the NLO contributions from different sources known at that time: (a) the NLO Wilson coefficients C i (µ) with other relevant functions at the NLO level [44] ; (b) the NLO vertex and quark-loop corrections [1, 45, 46] and (c) the NLO contribution from the operator O 8g [45, 47] .
(3) After 2012, the NLO twist-2 and twist-3 contributions to B/B s → P form factors are calculated in Refs. [48, 49] . The B s → (Kπ, KK) and B s → (πη (′) , η (′) η (′) ) decays are studied very soon in Refs. [9, 10] with the inclusion of newly known NLO contributions to the relevant form factors. Although the pure annihilation decays B s → ππ do not receive the NLO contributions to B/B s → P form factors [8] , the studies for B s → Kη (′) at the same NLO level as that for B s → (Kπ, KK, πη [9, 10] are very interesting and worth of being done now.
From the above mentioned works [8-10, 42, 43] , we get to know that (a) the NLO contributions can interfere with the LO part constructively or destructively for different decay modes and can therefore result in large variations to the LO predictions; and (b) the agreement between the PQCD predictions for the decay rates and CP violating asymmetries and those currently available experimental measurements can be improved effectively after the inclusion of the NLO contributions.
In this paper , we will calculate the B s → Kη (′) decays with the inclusion of all currently known NLO contributions, reexamine other B s → P P decays simultaneously by using the same set of wave functions and input parameters, compare our PQCD predictions with those obtained based on other different approaches, as well as currently available measured values for five decay modes, and finally check the effects of the NLO contributions. This paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we give a brief review about the PQCD factorization approach and we calculate analytically the relevant Feynman diagrams and present the [14, 15] , CDF [16] [17] [18] , LHCb Collaboration [20] [21] [22] , and the world averages as given in Refs. [30, 31] . [19] and LHCb Collaboration [23] [24] [25] [26] , and the world averages as given in Refs. [30, 31] .
Mode
CDF [19] LHCb [23] [24] [25] [26] HFLAV [30] PDG [31] 
0.213 ± 0.017 0.221 ± 0.015 0.27 ± 0.04 ± 0.01 [24] 0.213 ± 0.015 ± 0.007 [25] 
0.14 ± 0.11 ± 0.03 [26] 0.14 ± 0.11 0.20 ± 0.06 ± 0.02 [25] 
−0.79 ± 0.07 ± 0.10 [25] various decay amplitudes for the considered decay modes at the LO and NLO level. We show the numerical PQCD predictions for the branching ratios and CP violating asymmetries of all thirteen B s → P P decays in Sec III and make phenomenological analysis. The summary will be given in Sec. IV.
II. DECAY AMPLITUDES AT LO AND NLO LEVEL
As usual, we consider the B s meson at rest and treat it as a heavy-light system. Using the light-cone coordinates, we define the B 0 s meson with momentum P 1 , the emitted meson M 2 and the recoiled meson M 3 with momentum P 2 and P 3 respectively. We also use x i to denote the momentum fraction of anti-quark in each meson and set the momentum P i and k i ( the momentum carried by the light anti-quark in B s and M 2,3 meson) in the following forms:
The integration over k − 1,2 and k + 3 will lead conceptually to the decay amplitudes
where b i is the conjugate space coordinate of k iT , C(t) denotes the Wilson coefficients evaluated at the scale t, and Φ Bs and Φ M i are wave functions of the B s meson and the final state mesons. The hard kernel H(x i , b i , t) describes the four-quark operator and the spectator quark connected by a hard gluon. The Sudakov factors e −S(t) and S t (x i ) together suppress the soft dynamics effectively [41] .
A. Wave functions
Without the endpoint singularities in the evaluations, the hadron wave functions are the only input in the PQCD approach. These nonperturbative quantities are process independent and could be obtained with the techniques of QCD sum rule and/or Lattice QCD, or be fitted to the measurements for some relevant decay processes with good precision. For B 0 s meson, we consider only the contribution of Lorentz structure [6] 
and adopt the distribution amplitude φ Bs as in Refs. [5, 6, 9] .
We also take ω Bs = 0.50 ± 0.05 GeV in numerical calculations. The normalization factor N Bs will be determined through the normalization condition:
′ mixing, we also use the quark-flavor basis: η q = (uū + dd)/ √ 2 and η s = ss [50] [51] [52] [53] . The physical η and η ′ can then be written in the form of
where φ is the mixing angle. The relation between the decay constants (f
and (f q , f s ) can be found for example in Ref. [51] . The chiral masses m ηq 0 and m ηs 0 have been defined in Ref. [54] by assuming the exact isospin symmetry m q = m u = m d . The three input parameters f q , f s , and φ in Eq. (5) have been extracted from the data [52, 53] f q = (1.07 ± 0.02)f π , f s = (1.34 ± 0.06)f π , φ = 39.3
• ± 1.0
With f π = 0.13 GeV, the chiral masses m [54] . For the final state pseudo-scalar mesons M = (π, K, η q , η s ), their wave functions are the same ones as those in Refs. [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] :
where m 0i is the chiral mass of the meson M i , P i and x i are the momentum and the fraction of the momentum of M i s. The parameter ζ = 1 or −1 when the momentum fraction of the quark (anti-quark) of the meson is set to be x. The distribution amplitudes (DA's) of the pseudo-scalar meson M can be found easily in Refs. [42, 50, 51] : 
with the chiral masses m
B. Example of the LO decay amplitudes
In the SM, for the consideredB 0 s → P P decays induced by the b → q transition with q = (d, s), the weak effective Hamiltonian H ef f can be written as [44] (13) where G F = 1.16639 × 10 −5 GeV −2 is the Fermi constant, and V ij is the Cabbibo-KobayashiMaskawa (CKM) matrix element, C i (µ) are the Wilson coefficients and O i (µ) are the four-fermion operators. For convenience, the combinations a i of the Wilson coefficients are defined as usual [6] :
The typical Feynman diagrams which may contribute at leading order toB 0 s → P P decays.
At leading order, as illustrated in Fig. 1 , there are eight types of Feynman diagrams contributing to the B s → P P decays, which can be classified into three types: the factorizable emission diagrams ( Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b)); the nonfactorizable emission diagrams ( Fig. 1 (c) and 1(d)); and the annihilation diagrams ( Fig. 1 (e)-1(h)). As mentioned in the Introduction, the thirteen B s → P P modes have been studied at LO or partial NLO in the PQCD approach in Refs. [5-7, 9, 10] . The factorization formulas of the LO decay amplitudes with various topologies have been presented explicitly for example in Ref. [6] . Therefore, after the confirmation by our independent recalculations, we shall not collect those analytic expressions here for simplicity. In this work, we try to examine the effects of all currently known NLO contributions to all thirteen B s → P P decay modes in the PQCD approach by using the same set of the input parameters, and compare the PQCD predictions with those measured values becoming known recently.
C. The NLO contributions
During the past two decades, many authors have made great efforts to calculate the NLO contributions to the two-body charmless B/B s → M 2 M 3 in the framework of the PQCD factorization approach. At present, almost all such NLO contributions become available now:
(1) The NLO Wilson coefficients C i (m W )(NLO-WC), the renormalization group running matrix U(m 1 , m 2 , α) at NLO level and the strong coupling constant α s (µ) at two-loop level as presented in Ref. [44] ;
(2) The NLO contributions from the vertex corrections(VC) [1, 45] , the quark-loops(QL) [45] and the chromo-magnetic penguin (MP) operator O 8g [45, 47] , as illustrated in
(3) The NLO corrections to the B s → P transition form factors, as shown in Fig. 2 
(i)-2(l).
In two previous works [48, 49] , we calculated the NLO twist-2 and twist-3 contributions to the form factors of B → π transitions. Based on the SU(3) flavor symmetry, we could extend directly the formulas for the NLO contributions to the form factor F B→π 0,1 (0) to the cases for B s → (K, η s ) transitions after making some proper modifications for the relevant masses or decay constants of the mesons involved, as being done in Ref. [42] for the decays of B s → P V .
In this paper, we adopt directly the formulas for all currently known NLO contributions from Refs. [1, 9, 10, 45, 47-50] without further discussions about the details. For the unknown NLO
Typical Feynman diagrams for NLO contributions: the vertex corrections (a-d); the quark-loops (e-f), the chromo-magnetic penguin contributions (g-h), and the NLO twist-2 and twist-3 contributions to
corrections to the nonfactorizable emission and annihilation decay amplitudes, however, some essential comments should be given qualitatively as follows:
(1) For the nonfactorizable emission diagrams as shown in Fig. 1(c,d) , since the hard gluons are emitted from the upper quark line of Fig. 1(c) and the upper anti-quark line of Fig. 1(d) respectively, the LO contribution from these two figures will be largely cancelled each other. The remaining contribution after the cancellation will become very small in magnitude. At NLO level, with the insertion of second gluon propagator between two quark lines, another suppression factor α s (t) will appear. Of course, it is worth of mentioning that the "Colorsuppressed tree" dominated decay modes involving π 0 and/or K 0 meson, such as B 0 s → π 0 K 0 decay where the glauber effects should be considered [64] [65] [66] [67] , may be exceptional and need more investigations in depth. Due to the strong cancellation and the second suppression factor, in general, the possible NLO contribution from the spectator diagrams should be much smaller than the dominant one from the tree emission diagrams ( Fig. 1(a,b) ).
(2) For the annihilation diagrams as presented in Fig. 1 (e)-1(h), the possible NLO contributions are in fact doubly suppressed by the factors 1/m Bs and α s (t), and consequently must be much smaller than those dominant LO contribution from Fig. 1 (a) and 1(b).
Therefore, these two kinds of still unknown NLO contributions in the PQCD approach are in fact the higher order corrections to the already small LO pieces, and should be much smaller than the dominant contribution for the considered decays. According to Refs. [1, 45] , the vertex corrections can be absorbed into the redefinition of the Wilson coefficients a i (µ) by adding a vertex-function V i (P ) to them. The expressions of the vertex-functions V i (P ) can be found easily in Ref. [45] . The NLO "Quark-Loop" and "MagneticPenguin" contributions are in fact a kind of penguin corrections with the insertion of the four-quark operators and the chromo-magnetic operator O 8g respectively, as shown in Figs. 2(e,f) and 2(g,h) . 
where l 2 is the invariant mass of the gluon which attaches the quark loops in Figs. 2(e,f), and the functions C q (µ, l 2 ) can be found in Ref. [45, 51] . The C ef f 8g in Eq. (16) is the effective Wilson coefficient with the definition of C ef f 8g = C 8g + C 5 [44] . For the thirteen B s → P P decays, the analytical evaluations lead to the following three(two?) points:
(1) For the B (2) For the remaining decay modes, besides the LO decay amplitudes, all currently known NLO contributions will contribute in different ways:
where the terms A
refer to the LO amplitudes, while M
are the NLO amplitudes, which describe the NLO contributions from the quark-loops, the QCD-penguinloops and the magnetic-penguin diagrams, respectively. The explicit expressions and more details about these NLO amplitudes can be found easily for example in Refs. [9, 10, 45] .
As mentioned in previous section, we will extend the formulaes of the NLO contributions for B → π transition form factors as given in Refs. [48, 49] to the cases for B s → (K, η s ) transition form factors. The NLO form factor f + (q 2 ) for B s → K transition, for example, can be written in the following form:
where
Bs with q 2 = (P Bs − P 3 ) 2 and P 3 is the momentum of the meson M 3 which absorbed the spectators quark of theB 0 s meson, µ (µ f ) is the renormalization (factorization ) scale, the hard scale t 1,2 are chosen as the largest scale of the propagators in the hard b-quark decay diagrams [48, 49] . The explicit expressions of the threshold Sudakov function S t (x) and the hard function h(x i , b j ) can be found easily in Refs. [48, 49] . The NLO factors F
2 ) and F
T3 (x i , µ, µ f , q 2 ) appeared in Eq. (18) describe the NLO twist-2 and twist-3 contributions to the form factor f +,0 (q 2 ) of the B s → K transition respectively, and can be written in the following form [48, 49] : 
where r 1,2 = m 2 Bs /ξ 2 1,2 with the choice of ξ 1 = 25m Bs and ξ 2 = m Bs . For B s → P P decays considered in this paper, the large recoil region corresponds to the energy fraction η ∼ O(1). The factorization scale µ f is set to be the hard scales
corresponding to the largest energy scales in Figs. 1(a) and 1(b), respectively. The renormalization scale µ is defined as [48] [49] [50] 
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
In the numerical calculations, the following input parameters will be used implicitly. The masses, decay constants and QCD scales are in units of GeV [31] : 
For the CKM matrix elements, we adopt the Wolfenstein parametrization up to O(λ 5 ) with the updated parameters as [31] 
where τ Bs is the lifetime of the B s meson.
Since the final statef = K + π − is not a CP eigenstate, the CP asymmetry A CP forB
where A f (Āf ) is the decay amplitude of B 0 s → f (B 0 s →f ) decay. When the final states are CP eigenstates, i.e.f = η f f with η f = ±1 for a CP-even or a CP-odd final state f , the direct CP violation A f , the CP-violating asymmetry S f and H f can be defined in the same way as in Refs. [6, 42, 43] :
with the CP-violating parameter λ
where β s = arg[−V ts V * tb ] is small in size for B In Table III , we present our numerical results for the CP-averaged branching ratios of the thirteenB 0 s → P P decays. In the second column of Table III , we classify the LO dominant contribution to each decay mode with the symbol "T" (the color-allowed tree), "C" (the color-suppressed tree), "P" ( the QCD penguin), "P EW " ( the electroweak penguin) and "ann" (the annihilation). The label "LO" and "NLO" denote the PQCD predictions at the leading order only, or with the inclusion of all currently known NLO contributions, including the NLO twist-2 and twist-3 contributions to the form factors of B s → (K, η s ) transitions. The theoretical errors mainly come from the uncertainties of various input parameters, in particular, the dominant ones come from the shape parameter ω Bs = 0.50 ± 0.05, the decay constant f Bs = 0.23 ± 0.02 GeV and the Gegenbauer moments in the DAs of the relevant mesons. The total errors of the NLO PQCD predictions are given in the Tables by adding the individual uncertainties in quadrature. For comparison, we also show in the fifth to eighth column of Table III the LO PQCD predictions as given in Ref. [6] , the previous PQCD predictions with the inclusion of the partial NLO contributions known at that time as given in Refs. [8] [9] [10] , the NLO QCDF predictions as given in Ref.
[1] and the SCET results as given in Ref. [4] . In last column, we show the currently available measured values for five decay modes as presented in PDG 2018 [31] ( one can see Table I for more details ).
From the theoretical predictions for the branching ratios of the considered thirteen B s → P P decays and those currently available experimental measurements for the five B s → P P decay modes, as listed in Table I and III, we have the following observations:
(1) For all considered decay channels, the previous LO PQCD predictions of the branching ratios as given in Ref. [6] are well confirmed by our independent calculations within the errors. The small differences between the LO PQCD predictions as given in Ref. [6] and in Table III are induced by the update of some input parameters. For most considered decay channels, our new NLO PQCD predictions as listed in the fourth column of Table III also agree well with those as given in Refs. [7] [8] [9] [10] .
is smaller than the previous one, but become agree well with the measured value: (33.1 ± 7.0) × 10 −6 [21] . The reason is that we here used a ηq,ηs 2 = 0.115 as input instead of a ηq,ηs 2 = 0.44 as being employed in Ref. [10] .
(2) For the "tree" dominated decayB 0 s → π − K + , the NLO contribution will result in a ∼ 20% reduction to the LO PQCD prediction for its branching ratio, and leads to a better agreement with the data. The QCDF prediction B(B 
The NLO contributions can provide ∼ 40% to ∼ 150% enhancements to the LO PQCD predictions of the branching ratios and help us effectively to obtain a much better agreement between the theory and the data for these three decays. Of course, the QCDF and SCET predictions for the branching ratios of these three decays as listed in Table  III are also consistent with the experimental measurements within the still large errors. 
, the theoretical predictions for their branching ratios are at the level of 10 −7 −10 −6 , and have not been observed by experiments. In PQCD factorization approach, the NLO contributions can provide a factor of two enhancement to their decay rates. The difference between different factorization approaches will be examined by the future LHCb measurements.
(5) The two "Electroweak-Penguin" decaysB 0 s → π 0 η (′) are very rare decay modes, the theoretical predictions for their decay rates are at the range of 10 −8 − 10 −7 , and hardly be observed in near future. In the PQCD approach, the NLO contributions are coming from the so-called "Vertex corrections" only and lead to a small enhancement no more than 20%. The substantial cancelations between the contributions arising from the uū and dd components of the π 0 meson is one of the major reasons for so small branching fractions of these two decays.
(6) For the two pure annihilation decaysB
, the NLO correction comes only from the usage of the Wilson coefficients and their renormalization group evolution at the NLO level, which results in a 16% reduction to the corresponding LO PQCD predictions for their branching ratios. It is easy to see that although the central value of the PQCD predictions for B(B 0 s → π + π − ) is a little smaller than the measured one, but it still agree well with the measured values within errors. Although we believe that the still unknown NLO contributions from the annihilation Feynman diagrams is a higher order corrections to a small LO quantity, but it may help us to cover the remaining difference between the PQCD prediction and the data. This is the major motivation for us to complete the calculation for those still unknown NLO pieces. As is well-known, both the QCDF approach and the SCET can not provide reliable predictions for these pure annihilation decay modes. In Ref. [3] , the authors studiedB 
, which is much larger than the one given in Ref.
[1], but it is still much smaller than the measured value.
Since the theoretical and experimental errors of the ratios of the branching ratios are generally much smaller than those for the branching ratios themselves, people tend to define and measure such kinds of ratios. CDF and LHCb Collaboration , for example, also defined and measured some ratios of the branching ratios for several B/B s → P P decays [16-18, 20, 22] based on some considerations of flavor symmetries , as listed in Table IV .
,
By employing the PQCD approach, we also calculate the above four ratios at the LO and NLO level and present our results in the second and third column of Table IV. In the numerical calculations,
−0.020 as given in Ref. [22] is used. From the PQCD predictions and the measured values as listed in Table IV , we find the following points:
(1) For the ratio R 1 and R 3 , the NLO contributions lead to a significant reduction to the LO results, and such reduction can help us effectively to explain the measured values. The NLO PQCD results agree well with the corresponding data.
(2) For the ratio R 2 , the NLO contribution is very small in size. The PQCD predictions for R 2 is about half of the measured result, but still consistent with it within 2σ error.
(3) For the ratio R 4 , the NLO contribution is also very small in size. But the PQCD predictions for R 4 agree very well with the measured one within 1σ error.
It is easy to see that the measured values of R 1,2,3,4 as listed in Table IV can be understood properly in the framework of the PQCD factorization approach at the NLO level. 
B. The CP-violating asymmetries
By using the formulaes as given in Eqs. (27, 28, 29) , we calculate the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of the thirteenB 0 s → P P decays, show the numerical results in Table V for
and A f for remaining twelve decays, and show the PQCD predictions for S f and H f in Table VI for twelveB 0 s → P P decays. As comparison, we also list the theoretical predictions as given in Refs. [1, 4] and the data as given in Refs. [25, 31] . From these numerical results we find the following points:
(1) Our LO and NLO PQCD predictions for the direct and mixing-induced CP asymmetries of the consideredB 0 s → P P decays do agree well with those as given in Refs. [6, 7, 9, 10] . Some small differences between the central values are induced by the different choices or upgrade of some input parameters, such as the Gagenbauer moments and the CKM matrix elements.
(2) For mostB 0 s → P P decays, the effects of the NLO contributions to the CP asymmetries are small in magnitude. ForB
decays, however, the NLO enhancements can be as large as (60 − 100)%. 
decays, fortunately, the NLO PQCD predictions do agree very well with those currently available measured values in both the sign and the magnitude within one standard deviation.
, ππ) decays, the CP asymmetries A f and S f are all small in size and hardly be observed in future experiments. ForB the other hand, although their A f and/or S f may be large in size, but it is still very difficult to measure them due to their very small decay rates.
IV. SUMMARY
In this paper, we studied the two-body charmless hadronic decaysB 0 s → P P ( here P = (π, K, η, η ′ )) by employing the PQCD factorization approach with the inclusion of all currently known NLO contributions: such as the NLO vertex corrections, the quark loop effects, the chromomagnetic penguin diagrams and the NLO twist-2 and twist-3 contributions to the relevant form factors F Bs→K 0 (0) and F Bs→ηs 0 (0). In particular, we used the updated Gegenbauer moments for the distribution amplitudes of the final state mesons. We also compared our predictions for the branching ratios and CP violating asymmetries with those currently available experimental mea-surements, as well as the theoretical predictions obtained by using the QCDF approach and SCET method.
By the numerical evaluations and the phenomenological analyses, we found the following interesting points:
(1) For the threeB 0 s → (K 0K 0 , K + K − , η ′ η ′ ) decays, the NLO contributions can provide about (40 − 150)% enhancements to the LO PQCD predictions for their decay rates. For B(B 0 s → π − K + ) decay, however, the NLO contribution will result in a 20% reduction to the LO PQCD prediction for its branching ratio. The agreement between the PQCD predictions and the measured values for these three decay modes, fortunately, are all improved effectively after the inclusion of the NLO contributions. (3) Among the four ratios of the branching ratios R 1,2,3,4 defined and measured by CDF [16] [17] [18] and LHCb Collaborations [20, 22] , as illustrated in Table IV , the NLO PQCD predictions for R 1,3 become agree very well with the measured ones after the inclusion of a 40% reduction from the NLO contributions. The NLO enhancements to ratio R 2,4 are very small (less than 4% in size), the PQCD prediction for R 4 agrees very well with the measured value, while the PQCD prediction for R 2 is smaller than the measured one but still consistent with each other within 3σ errors . (5) For all thirteenB 0 s → P P decays, we also compared our results with those obtained in the QCDF and SCET approaches [1-4] and made some comments on the similarities and the differences between the theoretical predictions from different approaches. For most B 0 s → P P decays, in fact, the experimental measurements are still absent now. The forthcoming precision measurements at LHCb and Belle-II could help us to test the theoretical predictions.
